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PRESS
RELEASE
On Sharks & Humanity Global Art Exhibition Opens at the
National Museum of China
Beijing, China (20 Aug 2015) – Today, the global art exhibition On Sharks & Humanity
opens at the National Museum of China in Beijing. The environmentally focused exhibition
addresses topics related to shark protection and ocean conservation. This art initiative
aims to raise public awareness, through a combination of artworks, exhibitions and public
cause. It highlights the unique social role of museums as humanitarian cultural
institutions. Hosted by the National Museum of China, On Sharks & Humanity is
organised in collaboration with Parkview Arts Action and in partnership with the
international non-profit organisation WildAid. The National Museum of China is the third
location in the exhibition’s international tour. Through a variety of art forms, artists from
China and abroad hope to improve the public’s understanding of environmental
protection and change the world through the power of art.
Ocean conservation is an important global issue in terms of sustainable development,
and China plays a leading role in the research and development of this area. By hosting
this exhibition, which focuses on the global topic of environmental protection and includes
contributions from artists and philanthropists, the National Museum of China illustrates the
key role shark protection plays in maintaining the balance of the marine ecosystem. The
exhibition is co-organised by Parkview Arts Action, an arts organisation that collaborates
with museums and other art institutions to present art exhibitions addressing
environmental issues.
Deputy Director Chen Lusheng of the National Museum of China said, ‘This exhibition
brings an environmental theme into China’s leading art institution. Using the power of art,
it motivates the Chinese public to acknowledge this important environmental issue and
take action. We are very proud to host the exhibition and would like to thank all
participating artists, Parkview Arts Action and WildAid. Through a variety of art forms,
together with its clear artistic language, the exhibition encourages the audience to protect
sharks and ban shark finning. This is the first exhibition of its kind. It reflects the social
responsibility of artists, while demonstrating the relationship between art and society and
emphasising the social responsibility of museums’.
The global art exhibition On Sharks and Humanity was previously exhibited at the
Oceanographic Museum of Monaco from June 2014 to March 2015 where it attracted
close to 500,000 visitors in nine months. At the second international showing in Moscow,
from May to June 2015, it received acclaim and support from Russian government
leaders and the public. On Sharks & Humanity opens to the Chinese public from 20
August to 20 September 2015 in North Hall II and III. It features nearly 50 artworks by 34
Chinese and international artists and philanthropists, reflecting the multidisciplinary and
varied nature of the exhibition.
Parkview Arts Action is founded on the belief that art can play a significant role in initiating
societal change. George Wong, Parkview Arts Action Founder and Hong Kong Parkview
Group Executive Chairman stated, ‘This is a serious environmental issue that affects us
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all. Shark preservation is undoubtedly critical. Declining shark numbers pose a
fundamental threat to the health of the world’s oceans. Through the artists’ varied
interpretations, On Sharks & Humanity can inform and confront audiences in ways that
strike more directly into the human psyche than the abstract language of scientific
debate’.
The exhibition features artists from China (Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan),
Russia, Austria, Germany, Monaco, Spain and the United States. It unites the voices of
philanthropists, artists, poets, athletes, actors and celebrities, resulting in a multifaceted
exhibition. Through a variety of mediums spanning installation art, painting, sculpture,
photography, performance art, poetry, video, documentary film and public
advertisements, the artworks explore and analyse the interdependent relationship
between sharks and marine life, and humans. It challenges prevailing prejudices
surrounding this deeply feared animal and showcases the importance of shark
conservation in protecting the marine ecosystem and the negative impact of
unsustainable fishing.
Huang Du, the curator of On Sharks & Humanity, said ‘These artworks reflect the
participants’ imagination, judgment, creativity and sense of social duty. The art warns of
and parodies mankind’s greed, while advocating for a harmonious existence between
humans and nature. The exhibition’s success will help promote public understanding by
encouraging audiences to overcome their fear of this mysterious creature. Ultimately, it
forces the viewers to confront an often-ignored reality, and challenges them to reconsider
their beliefs and actions’.
On Sharks & Humanity is supported by the leading international non-profit organisation
WildAid, whose mission is to end the illegal wildlife trade and reduce the demand for
wildlife products, such as shark fin. WildAid works to measurably raise awareness and
concern about the impact of the consumption of shark fin soup on shark populations and
marine biodiversity. Through its public awareness campaign ‘Say No to Shark Fin’, which
featured prominent global celebrities and personalities, and in combination with the
Chinese government’s ban on shark fin soup at official events, WildAid has contributed to
a reported 50% decrease in China’s shark fin consumption. WildAid Founder and
Managing Director Peter Knights said, ‘This exhibition informs the public about the real
face of the illegal shark fin market and shows the threat which overfishing poses to the
existence of sharks’.
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GEORGE WONG

Parkview Arts Action Founder
Hong Kong Parkview Group Limited Executive Chairman
Research Fellow of National Museum of China

Parkview Group has supported Chinese artists for the past 50 years and Chinese
contemporary artists for over 20 years. Parkview Arts Action was set up as a natural
extension of Parkview’s support and patronage of arts and its commitment to improving
the environmental sustainability across its commercial ventures.
Parkview’s art collection includes the largest Dali collection outside Spain, numerous
works by western masters, an invaluable collection of Chinese imperial stone Buddhist
carvings and a considerable collection of over 10,000 contemporary Chinese art works.
The collection has grown in scale and prestige under the leadership of George Wong,
the eldest brother in the Parkview group and an Honorary Professor of the Nanjing
University of the Arts.
Mr Wong’s position as a knowledgeable patron and foremost collector of Chinese
contemporary art has led to his appointment as Research Fellow by the National Museum
of China to build its first collection of contemporary Chinese art.

CHEN LVSHENG
Deputy Director of National Museum of China

Chen Lusheng was born in 1956 in Yangzhong City, Jiang Su Province. In 1985, he
obtained his Master’s Degree in Art History and Criticism from the Department of Fine
Arts, Nanjing University of the Arts, having been awarded the Liu Haisu Scholarship twice
during his studies. In the same year, he began working at the People’s Fine Arts
Publishing House in Beijing as an editor, and afterwards became the director of the
Department of Classical Art. In 2002, he became the director of the Research
Department at the Research Institute of Traditional Chinese Painting. In 2004, he became
the director of Academic Department I at the National Art Museum of China, and the
deputy editor-in-chief of the monthly journal The National Art Museum of China. In 2010,
he was promoted to the post of assistant director of the National Museum of China.
Chen Lusheng has dedicated his past thirty years to researching art history, theory and
criticism, while persisting in his creative works in fine arts. He has won many awards, including the first prize for the Central Academy of Fine Arts’ Professor Zhang Anzhi Scholarship for Criticism in the History of Fine Arts, Second Prize for the Beijing Literary Association Award for Art Criticism (2001), the Annual Award for Theoretical Innovation, issued in
2005 by the newspaper Wen Yi Bao, a Silver Medal from the 2005 Annual
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National Competition of Newspaper Supplements and he was also among the finalists for
The Sixteenth National News Award. In 2006 he was enlisted by the Chinese Ministry of
Culture as an Outstanding Scholar, and won the fifth Award for Young Artists for Virtue and
Artistic Achievements. He has published and compiled more than 50 books including The
Art History of People’s Republic of China: 1949-1966, In the Name of ‘Art’, and
Revolutionary Art: since the Yan’an Era 1942-2009, along with hundreds of articles. He
frequently holds solo exhibitions, both in China and abroad, and has published five
catalogues of his paintings and two anthologies. He also owns a private Museum of Oil
Lamps.
In addition to being the deputy director of the National Museum of China, he is also a
council member of China Artists Association, vice director of Beijing Artists Association, and
executive deputy director of the Chinese Institute of Han Dynasty’s Art, a council member
of Beijing Federation of Literary and Art Circles, deputy director of the Association of Artistic
Critics in Beijing, deputy secretary general of Beijing Museums Association, deputy director
of the Theoretical Committee of China Artists Association, deputy director of the
Committee of Chinese Painting of Beijing Artists Association, a member of the National
Master of Cultural Heritage and Museology Education Steering Committee, executive
council member of Chinese Painting Institute, and is also the CEO of cnartw.com. He
serves as a guest professor at Nanjing University of the Arts, Jishou University, Guangzhou
Academy of Fine Arts, Academy of Arts & Design Central University for Nationalities, China
Foreign Affairs University and National Taiwan Normal University.

MAY MEI

WildAid China Chief Representative

May Mei is a 10 year veteran in managing and operating international non-profit
organisations. In 2004, she founded the WildAid China office serving as the China Chief
Representative. WildAid China under her leadership has successfully launched numerous
influential awareness campaigns on endangered wildlife protection and climate change.
Some of WildAid’s best-known campaigns include ‘Say No to Shark Fin’, the 2008
Olympic Gold Medalist promotion series and public messaging on protecting tigers.
Under her leadership, WildAid secured more than RMB 700 million in pro bono media
assets to broadcast its public service advertisements. She has experience at many
leading television stations in both the US and China including CCTV and Hunan TV and
has worked in the TV industry as a director and producer for 8 different network programs.
She has participated in the production of more than 500 TV episodes and received
numerous awards for her work.
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HUANG DU
On Sharks & Humanity Curator

Huang Du is an independent curator based in Beijing. He has published numerous critical
articles and essays on contemporary art for magazines and catalogues internationally,
and from 1988 to 2001 he worked as an editor for Fine Arts (Mei Shu) Magazine.
His major curatorial projects include acting as art advisor to the Echigo-Tsumari Art
Triennale with Hans Ulrich Obrist, 2012, curator for the China Pavilion of the 26th Sao
Paulo Biennale, 2004, assistant curator for China Pavilion of the 50th Venice Biennale,
2003, cocurator of the 6th Shanghai Biennale, 2006, curator for Jannis Kounellis: Translating
China, Beijing 2011, and curator of Image Anxiety, PhotoEspana, Madrid 2012.
As a speaker and jury member, he is invited to participate in many important international
art symposiums and art awards including the Chinese Contemporary Art Award, the
Credit Suisse Today Art Award 2010-2012, and the Nissan Art Award 2013.
Born in Shaanxi Province, China in 1965, Huang Du graduated in History of Art from the
Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) in Beijing in 1988. He studied History of Art in
Bologna University, Italy, throughout 1991 and 1992. In 2004 he received his Ph. D in
Science of Fine Arts from CAFA, Beijing, China, and went on to complete his Post-Ph. D
research at the Academy of Fine Arts of Tsinghua University, Beijing, China in 2006.
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FOREWORD
By Huang Du, Curator

On Sharks & Humanity has been driven by the contributions and involvement of
contemporary artists. Parkview Arts Action launched the initial phase of the international
exhibition with the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco back in 2014. The ideas and
analysis of the exhibition promote shark protection and support the campaign against
shark fin soup, while also addressing general issues such as overfishing and marine
biodiversity.
After its first showing in 2014, the exhibition moved to the Ekaterina Cultural Foundation in
Moscow. Today, It is a great honour for On Sharks & Humanity to be hosted at the
National Museum of China. In comparison with the two previous locations, the National
Museum will have a greater number of artists and artworks, with a total of 34 artists and
philanthropists with nearly 50 artworks. The artworks have been selected and situated in
accordance with the unique context of each location. On Sharks & Humanity features
contributing artists from Austria, Germany, Monaco, Spain, Russia, the United States and
China (Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan). It celebrates the works of
philanthropists, poets, celebrities and actors, resulting in a multidisciplinary artistic
experience.
Showcasing a range of expressive artistic forms – all aimed at inspiring action for the
preservation of marine life – the exhibition tackles the issues surrounding shark
conservation: social, economic, cultural and political science. Through a variety of
mediums, including installation art, painting, sculpture, photography, performance art,
poetry, video, documentary film and public advertisements, the artworks explore and
analyse the interdependent relationship between sharks and marine life, and humans.
The artists’ participation and motivations tie in directly with those of the Oceanographic Museum as well as other animal conservation organisations. All have the same goal:
inspire action for the protection of sharks. Realised in different spaces and contexts, the
artworks are characterised by a spectrum of expressions, concepts and techniques,
reflecting diverse interpretations of these interrelated issues. The exhibition highlights the
creativity, opinions and social responsibilities of all contributors, whose distinct style often
takes an ironic and satirical view of man’s greed and cruelty. Part of a holistic experience,
it encourages the audience to overcome a fear of the unknown, challenge their own
prejudices and improve their understanding of this mysterious creature and its crucial role
in the marine ecosystem. In doing so, it compels the audience to turn from apathy and
take action.
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The NMC is a fully integrated national museum under the Ministry of Culture of the
People’s Republic of China. It focuses on both history and art and is dedicated to its
collection, exhibitions, research, archaeology, public education and cultural
communication.
After numerous reformations over nearly 100 years, the museum has established a rich
foundation of museum culture that has contributed to the construction and development of
Chinese museums in the 20th century. In the 21st Century, while promoting the
development and prosperity of socialist culture, NMC has gained an opportunity to
develop a long-term plan. This plan includes extending the building to an area of nearly
200,000 square metres. As the world’s largest museum featuring world-class facilities,
NMC will provide the public with excellent arts and history exhibitions, as well as other
leisure services. Not only has the museum amassed 5,000 years of Chinese art and
cultural heritage, the museum itself is testimony to the Chinese road to revival in the past
century. It provides high-quality exhibitions reflecting the fruits of world civilisation.
To support the public cultural services and satisfy people’s learning needs, we strive to
promote the historical and cultural knowledge of the general public - of the young people
in particular. We do this all while making the NMC a classroom for life-long learning.
Through our perpetual effort, we can gradually build an establishment commensurate with
China’s status, long history, splendid civilisation, drive for socialist modernisation and the
growing spiritual and cultural needs of the people.
When you stroll through the long road of history and art, you will marvel at the splendour of
5,000 years of Chinese culture, admire the glory of this world civilisation, and be immersed
in the beauty of art. You will certainly enjoy your journey at the NMC!
For more information please visit www.chnmuseum.en
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PARKVIEW ARTS ACTION
Art, Culture, Environment and Education
Parkview Arts Action is an arts organisation that aims to harness the transformative power
of art to raise awareness of critical environmental issues and inspire change among
global communities. We are dedicated to providing a platform for emerging artists to
address pressing environmental issues. Our ambition is to support and encourage debate
between arts institutions, businesses, scientific communities, advocacy organisations
and the public around environmental sustainability. Parkview Arts Action was set up by
Parkview Group. The organisation is a natural extension of Parkview’s commitment to
improving environmental sustainability across its commercial ventures and its support and
patronage of the arts.
On Sharks & Humanity is the first in Parkview Arts Action’s programme of biannual touring
exhibitions addressing urgent environmental issues. Staged in conjunction with our
international museum and gallery partners, each exhibition will tour to two international
venues before their final showing in Beijing. On Sharks & Humanity opened at the
Oceanographic Museum of Monaco in June 2014 and was shown at the Ekaterina
Cultural Foundation in Moscow in May 2015. It will be exhibited in Beijing at the National
Museum of China in August 2015.
Parkview’s most recent project, Parkview Green FangCaoDi in Beijing, is the first mixed
use commercial development in China to be awarded the LEED platinum certification
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design). This is the highest award in the Green
Building Rating System. This certification is one of many environmental awards bestowed
on the Parkview Green development since opening in 2012. At Parkview Green the office,
conference, retail, leisure, hospitality and art buildings are not cold and impregnable, but
breathing, organic life forms. A great deal of thought has been given to the quality of life
and wellbeing of users, as well as environmental sustainability. Environmental innovation
not only delivers a more efficient design, but also dramatically enhances the human experience of using the space, making it a potent symbol of a new way of thinking in urban
development and green architecture.
Parkview has supported Chinese art for the past 50 years and Chinese contemporary
artists for over 20 years. Its art collection includes the largest Dali collection outside
Spain, numerous artworks by western masters, an invaluable collection of imperial
Chinese stone Buddhist carvings and a substantial collection of contemporary Chinese
art amounting to over 10,000 works. The collection has grown in scale and prestige under
the leadership of George Wong, the eldest brother in Parkview Group and Honorary
Professor of the Nanjing University of the Arts. His position as a knowledgeable patron
and foremost collector of Chinese contemporary art has led to his appointment as
Research Fellow by the National Museum of China to build its first collection of
contemporary Chinese art.
For more information please visit www.parkviewartsaction.com
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WildAid is an international non-governmental organisation (NGO) whose mission is to end
the illegal wildlife trade in our lifetimes. WildAid views the illegal wildlife trade
fundamentally as a matter of economics — of supply and demand. The organisation
operates six different programs focusing on elephants, rhinos, sharks, manta rays, tigers
and climate change.
WildAid is the only organisation to focus on reducing the demand for wildlife products
with the strong and simple message: when the buying stops, the killing can too. WildAid
works with Asian and Western celebrities and business leaders to dissuade people from
purchasing wildlife products via public service announcements and educational
initiatives, reaching up to approximately one billion people per week in China alone.
WildAid works to measurably raise awareness and concern about the impact of the
consumption of shark fin soup on shark populations and marine biodiversity.
In partnership with media networks in China, WildAid broadcasts its ‘Say No to Shark Fin’
campaign messages via TV and other media outlets, including video boards in subway
and train stations, airports, and university campuses. WildAid produced many high quality
TV PSAs on shark fin for China with its celebrity ambassadors Yao Ming and others,
including prominent Chinese CEOs. The latest campaign features several new PSAs
including sports icon David Beckham, actor and director Jiang Wen, actress Maggie Q,
and NBA basketball star Jeremy Lin.
In combination with the government’s ban of shark fin soup at official events, WildAid’s
campaigns have contributed to a reported 50% decrease in China’s shark fin
consumption.
In the upcoming year WildAid will continue its work with governments in consuming
nations, increase restaurant and hotel partnerships, and recruit more ambassadors for
additional media outreach. WildAid also recently expanded its reach through a merger
with Shark Savers to work closely with the diving community on a global scale.
For more information please visit www.wildaid.org
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Downward Force on Upward Moving Objects
834 x 258 x 370 cm
Lacquer, Stainless Steel and Regular Steel
2015

WANG LUYAN
This piece is a mass installation of stainless steel buoys, which look as if they were
floating above water — as if they were weights pressing down on imaginary waves. These
conflicting forces illustrate the battle between man’s greed and the need to control this
greed. Mankind’s complex relationship with nature is evoked by these opposing
pressures.
Born in 1956, Wang Luyan is one of China’s leading conceptual artists. He was a founding
member of the avant-garde group Stars, who explored political artistic experimentation
as a result of the Cultural Revolution in the late 1970s. He was also deeply involved in the
New Measurement Group, a three-member initiative of conceptual artists that existed from
1988 to 1995. His works have been presented in collective and solo exhibitions in China
and internationally.
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Don’t Kill Me
40 x 50 cm
Oil on Canvas
2014

MARCUS WONG
Young Marcus Wong brings a youthful voice to the exhibition. Marcus works through a
child’s perspective, which is evident in his use of shimmering, bold colours. Here, he has
depicted a tearful shark swimming in a blue ocean. The words ‘Don’t Kill Me’ appear
within a speech bubble, giving the painting an innocent, unassuming quality. These
words humanise the shark, forcing viewers to identify with it. The simple approach, the
application of colour and the basic strokes have a twofold appeal. Primarily, they give
spontaneity and authenticity to the approach, forcing viewers to adopt a child’s view,
which in turns evokes a great sense of empathy. However, these qualities also unite
audiences across different generations.
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The Last line of Defense
40 x 50 cm
Oil on Canvas
2015
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Aileron
67 x 65 x 20 cm
Copper
2013

BELI
This small sculpture is marked with a deep cut on its upper part. At 34kg, the sculpture
not only underlines the threats looming over the survival of sharks but also highlights
their fragility. Its physical delicacy denounces shark fishing. Made of copper, a noble
and strong material, the work’s surface has a green-blue patina. Its multiple hollows and
waves are reminiscent of the ocean.
Beli is a contemporary artist of Celtic origin, who is originally from Florence, but now
based in Monaco. Beli has been keen on painting and drawing since childhood, .
Between 1991 and 1995, she studied at the Corcoran Art School in Washington DC and
at the Glassell Art School in Houston, Texas. In the last 20 years her work has consisted of
watercolors, charcoal and oil. Thanks to Mateo Mornar, who is now her collaborator, Beli
has explored and studied carving as another form of artistic expression.
With a personal interest and involvement in the protection of the oceans, and more
particularly of sharks, Beli has utilised her work to eradicate the stereotypical reputation
that depicts sharks as bloodthirsty killers. In December 2013, and January 2014, Beli
launched her shark exhibition at the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco. Her paintings
depicting the harmony between man and animals were very well received.
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I Am Part of You
Poem
2014

FAN XUEYI
Fan Xueyi believes we are all part of nature and cannot be separated from it. I Am Part of You
uses language to build vivid imagery and evoke an emotional response in the reader. The
poem illustrates the complex relationship between humans and sharks, serving as a reminder
of the consequences of human actions in relation to nature.
Fan Xueyi was born in 1969 in Heilongjiang Province. In 2001 she published her collection of
poetry Childhood River. Xueyi lives and works in Beijing as a poet, painter and the art director
of XYZ Gallery and Season Pier Art Space. Her work is in private collections in China and
internationally.

I am part of you
Despair or sorrow
I am with you
So long
The sea shore
So lone
The darkness
And you
On the land like the stars
Take me to the depth of the sea
Seek the sky
I am part of you
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Double Protection
285 x 150 x 178 cm
Stainless Steel and Bronze
2015

FAN XIAOYAN
This sculpture is made out of one piece of metal. A whirlpool of yellow eels wrap around
the body of a shark. Other metal pieces show the protective arms of jellyfish covering the
shark, which is completely obscured apart from its tail. The artwork was created in an
attempt to encourage conservation. The human race is powerful – if they take action to
protect the environment, it will increase the survival chances of endangered species.
Fan Xiaoyan was born in 1983 in Gaomi, Shandong Province. She graduated in 2008 from
the Sculpture Department of the Central Academy of Fine Arts, BFA. She currently lives
and works in Beijing. She has exhibited in many countries including France, Monaco and
Switzerland. She has been involved with On Sharks & Humanity since 2013.
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Whale Shark Mother and Child
180 x 150 cm (2 Pieces)
Oil on Canvas and Propylene
2013

FU TSO HSIN
A shark fin dominates the painting. The profile of a whale shark can be seen in the bottom
right corner of the picture. Similarly, the upper left corner also shows a whale shark, but
here the image is blurred, the shark’s head disappearing into the deep blue sea. The
need for shark protection is represented through the concept of life, something which is
inherently valuable. The large shark fin interrupts the continuity of the painting,
separating the whale shark and her pup. The magnitude of shark massacre is
represented by the interwoven, vein-like branches which spread across the shark’s body,
devouring the whale shark and illustrating humanity’s greed. These sharks are
slaughtered to satisfy the demand for shark fin, which directly impacts the destiny of the
whale shark mother and her child. All life deserves respect and protection.
Fu Tso Hsin was born in Taiwan in 1971. He graduated from L’Ecole des Beaux-Arts de
Versailles in 2004. He has exhibited in many international countries including Korea,
Japan, Italy, France and Belgium. He mainly works and lives in Tokyo and Taizhong.
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Evolution
328 x 183 x 179 cm
Stainless Steel
2014

GAO XIAOWU
This sculptural depiction of a shark transforming into an extravagantly ornamental goldfish
illustrates the human tendency to work against nature. The title refers to rebirth and
metamorphosis, alluding to the transformation of society through industrialisation and
technology that the artist sees as artificial, an evolution against nature.
Born in 1976 in Sanming, Fujian province in Southern China, Gao Xiaowu graduated from
the sculpture department of the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing in 2004. His
sculptures often explore the new challenges faced by ordinary people in contemporary
Chinese cities though humour and satire.
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This Is Not Food, Nor a Dessert
194 x 291 cm
Oil on Canvas and Wooden Board
2015

HOU ZHONGYING
In the painting, the shark has become a dessert, an ice-cream about to melt. This mimics
real life, as animal numbers dwindle and nature disintegrates. The painting looks like an
enlarged photograph. This objective representation encourages the viewer to adopt a
similarly objective approach. By representing the shark as an appetising dessert in
unnatural colours, the artist has also highlighted the risk of food contamination posed by
water pollution. The image of the girl holding the lollipop, with her mouth open ready to
bite the shark, suggests that young people tend not to think about the consequences of
their actions. It also demonstrates the tendency for humans to underestimate significant
issues. Humans focus on economic gain and overlook the environmental impact of their
actions. Shark might be a delicacy, a luxury good, however humanity has failed to grasp
the real value of sharks. They are irreplaceable treasures. They are not simply human
sustenance, and they are not luxury goods which have been created to satisfy human
desire.
Born in 1983 in Taiwan, Hou Zhongying graduated from The Prince’s School of Traditional
Arts in 2012. In his early paintings, he focused on human interaction and the relationship
between society and humanity. His realism symbolises a fascination with nature. He has
participated in both solo and group exhibitions in China and abroad.
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The Harvest
100 x 80 cm
Documentary Photography
2010

MARK LEONG
Covering Asia’s multi-billion dollar wildlife trade for National Geographic, Mark Leong
travelled to ten different countries over a three year period. He photographed bears
pumped for bile in Hanoi, pythons skinned in Sumatra, tigers farmed in Guilin and
orangutans orphaned in Borneo. Of all the animals he saw on this assignment, he had
only ever consumed one – shark.
Growing up as an American-Chinese kid near San Francisco, Mark Leong attended a
number of Chinatown wedding banquets, and they all served shark fin soup. His aunts
and uncles told him to finish his soup because the fins were expensive. Today, Leong tells
his children not to eat the soup because sharks are valuable.
This exhibition is not about past guilt. Nor is it intended to point fingers at tradition or
people who earn their livelihood in the finning industry. No, this is about improving our
future by modifying our own behavior now. You don’t have to be a lover of sea creatures
to understand that decimating shark populations is putting our planet out of balance. You
don’t have to be an economist to see that if we consumers stop demanding, the suppliers
will stop killing.
Mark Leong is a fifth-generation American-Chinese from Sunnyvale, California. After
graduating from Harvard University in 1988, he was awarded a George Peabody Gardner
Travelling Fellowship to spend a year taking pictures in his ancestral homeland. In 1992,
he again visited China as an artist-in-residence at the Central Academy of Fine Art in
Beijing, sponsored by a fellowship from the Lila Wallace Reader’s Digest Foundation.
In 2003, Leong joined the Redux Pictures photo agency. His book China Obscura was
published in 2004. In addition to National Geographic, his photographs have appeared
in TIME, Fortune, The New York Times Magazine, Smithsonian, The New Yorker, GQ and
Stern. His work has been recognised with awards from the National Endowment for the
Arts, Fifty Crows, and the Overseas Press Club. In 2010 he was named the Veolia Wildlife
Photojournalist of the Year for his regional coverage of the Asian wildlife trade.
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Tsunami
180 x 140 x 16 cm
Mirror Finished Stainless Steel
2014

LI HUI
The power of the tsunami and wrath of nature are explored through the sense of
fragmentation and destructive energy that emanates from this sculpture. A hook
pierces the mirrored surface, suggesting the weapon was shot from a launcher. In a
dramatic illustration of humanity’s destructive power, the visitor is confronted with their
own image in the broken mirrored surface, forcing us to question our desire to dominate
nature.
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Door
Variable dimensions
Laser, Mirrored Surface, Steel and Aluminium Alloy
2015

LI HUI
The wall structure of Door has been created using laser lights. The carefully positioned
rays illuminate the sides of the door as well as its upper section, which has a mirrored
surface. The reflection from this surface refracts the red laser light onto the front wall,
making it appear as if the door is dwarfed by a red tunnel. Interestingly, the fake door is
made from a transparent acrylic board, creating a realistic illusion. At first viewers may
feel that they are stood before a real door, but they soon realise the falsity of the image
when they touch it. This is called a virtual dimension. The space created by the red laser
light will be interpreted as an illusionary space: when the viewers walk through the laser,
they are forced to observe the physical boundaries of their own space. The paradox
between illusion and reality and the subversion of coordinates will make the viewers live
an illusionary and contradictory experience. The door is a turning point in spatial
structure, symbolising an access to or a division from another space. In relation to the
exhibition’s theme, the door can divide humanity and sharks, or it could open their
relationship.
Born in 1977 in Beijing, Li Hui graduated in 2003 from the Central Academy of Fine Arts.
His sculptural works explore the physical properties of materials and the relationship
between material and form, often challenging the influence of modern technology on the
human mind. In recent years the artist has captured the attention of international critics.
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Don’t Copy II
Free Measurements
Plastic, Propylene, Stainless Steel, Dynamo and Lighting
2015

LI JIWEI
Made up of more than 70 pieces of transparent material, Don’t Copy II forms the outline
of a shark. The four metre long sculpture is suspended in middair and illuminated with
X-rays. The artwork symbolises the relationship between shark and humans, and offers
a multi-level analysis on the value of life. The artist has represented the multiplicity of this
anlaysis by using transparent materials. The concept has been combined with the spatial
aspects of the piece.
In the 1990s, Li Jiwei worked on the installation Don’t Copy I, which highlighted the issues
surrounding human cloning. Don’t Copy II is an attempt to instil a respect for nature in
people, and encourage them to analyse their own behaviour within society. By adapting
our behaviour now, we could save ourselves from a future populated with clones.
Li Jiwei was born in 1960 in Beijing. From 1980-1983 he studied traditional Chinese
painting at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing. He was a teacher in the Fine Art
Department of the Beijing Film Academy from 1990-1993. In 1995, he went on to study
abstract painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, completing his Master’s course in
1996. He was awarded the ‘Meisterschulpreis’ and ‘Goldener Fügerpreis’ while studying in
Vienna. His work has been exhibited in various countries such as China, Germany, Austria
and Lichtenstein. He currently lives and works in Beijing and Berlin.
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500 Million Years of Being
Dimensions variable
Water Colour, Ink and Water Paper
2015

LING JIAN
Sharks have existed for 500 million years, so they have a lengthy history behind them.
Concepts of time and the universe are often related to infinity, yet this idea is
unfathomable for the human mind. This makes it difficult for humanity to grasp its own
insignificance. Research into sharks has revealed that overfishing is having a detrimental
effect on their populations. As an artist, Ling Jian feels he has a social responsibility to
make people aware of the urgent need to protect sharks and the natural world.
The artwork combines the concrete nature of painting with an abstract approach. It
follows the Buddhist doctrine of using the soul as a starting point to represent the animal
instinct within the framework of the inner soul of the universe. Sea water is a significant
element in the artwork, as it represents sharks’ natural habitat. The piece was created by
combining symbolic and realistic elements on canvas. Although the piece shows sharks
being killed, Ling Jian hasn’t shown the human cruelty intrinsic in the act of killing. A
realistic representation of human cruelty would generate shock, however visually strong
images are now so widely spread that people often turn a blind eye to them. This is why
the artist has chosen to use art to awaken people’s sense of beauty. Through the process
of artistic appreciation, Ling Jian hopes to prompt people into re-evaluating their behavior
and to awaken their sense of responsibility with regards to nature and the environment.
Ling Jian is a painter known for his sharp oil and acrylic portraits of women. Born in
China’s Shandong province, Ling attended Qinghua University Art College in Beijing, and
graduated in 1986. He lived and worked in Vienna and Hamburg throughout the 1980s,
and has divided his time between Berlin and Beijing since 1996. Ling’s paintings address
issues of personal identity in China and examine the social and political aspects of
Chinese life.
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Animal Series
820 x 520 cm
Oil on Canvas
2015

LIU RUOWANG
The shark and the metal cage seem to attack each other. The spilled blood is the result of
a clash between nature and contemporary civilisation. The painting prompts the question:
If the situation were reversed, and nature overpowered mankind, what would be next for
humanity?
Born in 1977 in Shanxi province, Liu Ruowang graduated from the Central Academy of
Fine Art. He uses contemporary artistic forms to represent his interpretations of classical
Chinese philosophy. He has participated in both solo and group exhibitions in China and
abroad.
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Us
300 x 200 cm
Board, Propylene, Silk Mesh and Transparent Acrylic
2014

LIU ZINING
The eye is a common part of animals and humans, a channel through which both are
thought to express their interior worlds. Here an oversized shark eye gazes at the viewer
as the viewer stares back at them, representing a moment of mutual observation. Magnified, every fleck of colour and shadow is depicted in vivid detail, and the viewer’s image
is reflected in the shiny surface, placing them at the centre of the work. The indignant and
sorrowful expression in the shark’s eye is intended to provoke us into considering the effects of our violent attitude towards sharks, humanising the animal’s emotions and encouraging us to view them as more than a violent predator.
Born in the Northeastern region of China in 1983, Liu Zining graduated from the Lu Xun
Academy of Fine Arts in 2006. His artistic style is expressed through the use of colour
and perspective to explore visual power. He is currently emerging as one of China’s most
significant contemporary painters.
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Kafka Morning
266 x 196cm, 56 x 56 cm
Oil on Canvas
2015

MA MINGZE
‘We are like abandoned children, lost in the forest. Do you feel my sorrow when you stand
in front of me? Do you feel your own sorrow?’ Franz Kafka
The artwork is composed of two parts: The first painting presents a bizarre and mysterious
world. Reality has been subverted, and the displaced shark creates an uncertain
atmosphere. As the viewer gazes at the artwork, they undergo a process of assimilation
and begin to empathise with the shark. They sense the shark’s hopeless situation; it will
either die alone or in an undignified struggle. Either way, the shark cannot avoid its
ultimate fate, which is to become a sacrificial object to human greed. The other small artwork depicts a shark swimming in the Ocean. The painting shows the spray from a rising
wave: this dynamic image establishes an asymmetrical bond with the calmness of the
other painting. Both paintings focus on the broad topic of existence and there are
semantic correlations between the two. By maintaining a distance from real life, the
artworks encourage an exploration of the relationship between humans and sharks, and
between humans themselves. They challenge the notions of rationality, knowledge, human
nature and desire.
Born in 1983 in Liaoning province, Ma Mingze graduated from the Oil Painting Department
at the Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts. She incorporates literary references into her artworks
to enrich their subject matter. She currently lives and works in Beijing.
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The Great Blue
200 x 300 x 2 cm
Oil on Canvas
2015

MAO LIZI
Mao Lizi’s artwork brings the viewers into an illusionary dimension, where realism and
surrealism have been combined. At first glance, the artwork might look simple, however it
is a complex piece. The white background grants the whole artwork breathing space. At
the same time, the combination of illusion and reality, of stillness and traditional Chinese
movement, gives the artwork a sense of spiritual fulfilment.
Born in 1950 in Shanxi province, Mao Lizi graduated from the Fine Arts Department of the
Beijing Normal University. In 1991 he was Awarded First Place at the International Art
Exhibition in Paris. His work has been exhibited widely in China and other countries,
including France, the US and Portugal.
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Shark Being Squeezed
200 x 300 cm
Oil on Canvas
2014

NA WEI
Na Wei believes that the moment colour touches canvas a painting is created. This
moment carries its own emotional significance. The artist likens squeezing paint out of a
tube to birthing a child. In Na Wei’s art, squeezing is a significant metaphor. Man is
constantly being squeezed by time, space and competition. Being squeezed is a life
experience.
Na Wei was born in 1982 in Liaoning Province and graduated in 2009 from the oil painting
department of Lu Xun Fine Art Academy. Born in the one-child policy era of modern China,
Na Wei applies his unique sense of observation and refined techniques to create visually
stunning and reflective works.
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The Watchman
259 x 159 x 310 cm
Bronze with Plasma Spray Coating
2015

REN ZHE
In this striking artwork, a warrior is attempting to free himself from a fishing net. The
interwoven structure of the glittering net represents human greed, while its golden
colour represents material ostentation. The fighting warrior himself symbolises the desire
to obtain freedom and authentic joy, which can be achieved by freeing oneself from ‘the
net’ of greed. The figure is the embodiment of strength and energy within the traditional
East Asian culture.
All beings have their own soul. Greed is not part of human nature, as much as sharks are
not ferocious animals by nature; both sharks and humans value their lives. The alternation between life and death reflects a cause- effect relationship: the physical and mental
worlds are regulated by a kind of karma. By saving the sharks we are helping ourselves;
in the process of self-transcendence, there is the attempt to help others. Through his
artwork, Ren Zhe hopes to convey the value of sharks and to inspire free thinking.
Ren Zhe graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts Sculpture Department in Tsinghua
University. He has participated in solo and group exhibitions, both in China and
internationally, and his artworks have won numerous prizes.
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Equilibrium
490 x 183 cm
Acrylic on Canvas
2014

THOMAS SCHOOS
Equilibrium is an artistic study on the struggle between man and nature, encapsulated
in this case by the juxtaposition of two mortal enemies: a shark and a fishing boat. In the
painting, a life-sized Great White Shark has been superimposed over an aging,
dilapidated boat of the kind often used for poaching and shark finning. The careful
positioning of these two ancient enemies reveals a poignant irony in that their shapes are
remarkably similar: both are streamlined for hydrodynamic speed and efficient predatory
behavior. Similarly, both entities are endangered, clinging to survival in an ever-changing,
technology-driven world. This painting is one of several in a series by Thomas Schoos that
aspire to heighten global awareness of the plight of endangered species. All are
executed with a note of irony, calling attention to the features of each creature most
valued by poachers and consumers.
Thomas Schoos’ studied at a professional art school in Cologne before becoming an
apprentice stone sculptor for three years at the Cologne Cathedral. Schoos then moved
into the world of commercial art, designing and painting scenery for fashion displays and
exhibits, before deciding to focus on his career as an independent artist. His previous
experience as a craftsman impacts his work, so that the demands of a physical space will
influence both subject matter and textural treatment. He has sold thousands of pieces of
art around the world, from Mumbai to China to Mexico City. The works illustrate how
animals pay the price for human commerce.
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Shark Fin Soup
100 x 240 cm
Mixed Media on Canvas
2014

WOLFGANG TRETTNAK &
MARGARITA CIMADEVILA
The body of the Mako shark was created with acrylic paste, sand and acrylic colors, while
the fins were made from plastic. These red-coloured fins are those which are normally
removed in the process of shark finning — the key ingredients for shark fin soup. To
ensure they remained intact, the shark’s fins were secured with strong cord to the shark’s
body. This sends a clear message: shark fins should remain on the shark. The additional
fish skeletons, squid and jellyfish were also made from plastic. Plastic materials such as
nets, lines, ropes, bags, grids, trap boxes, floats and plastic sticks were collected on
Galician beaches and then integrated into the work by gluing, sewing, and tacking. The
final paint layer, which covers the whole surface, consists of different media including
glue, acrylics and various pigments.
Wolfgang Trettnak was born in Graz, Austria. He received a PhD in Chemistry from the
University of Graz, worked in applied scientific research on sensors and biosensors for
many years and has also published a number of scientific articles. He became a freelance
artist in 2002, and his work has been exhibited in several European countries as well as in
China. He links his art with scientific subjects such as bionics, electronics, luminescence
and environmental pollution. In the past few years he has been especially concerned with
the threats to marine life.
Margarita Cimadevila was born in Sada, Coruña, Spain. She has a degree in Chemistry
from the University of Santiago de Compostela and has worked as a science teacher and
headmistress at different secondary schools in Galicia. She is the president of the science
and art association ARSCIENCIA, and the organiser of the international course ‘Science
& Art: so different, so similar!’ She has long been interested in the relationship between
Science and Art, which found artistic expression in her series of paintings on subjects
such as particle physics at CERN, as well as in her exhibition Ciencia Ex Aequo, which
celebrated the contributions from women in science.
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Shiver
300 x 600 cm (4 Pieces)
Digital Print on Acrylic Aluminium
2015

WANG GUOFENG
The artwork takes images from various shark-related videos to create a harmonious,
visual montage. The source elements include: divers swimming with sharks, academic
biological analysis, religious legends, overfishing, sharks attacking humans, the merciless
slaughter of sharks, shark fin consumption and the shark fin trade, and workers returning
beached sharks to the ocean. The single frames from these sources create a sequence;
an abstract but readable visual. The work becomes a shimmering ocean scene. It asks
the audience to reflect on man’s relationship with nature and to consider how the
overfishing of sharks impacts the marine ecosystem – and what disastrous results may
come.
Wang Guofeng is an independent artist who was born in 1967 in Liaoning, China. He
graduated from the Inner Mongolia Normal University in 1991 and the Chinese Painting
Department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in 1998. He has exhibited in many
international countries including North Korea, Russia, Italy, Switzerland and Germany.
He lives and works in Beijing.
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Metaplasia
400 x 400 x 400 cm
Artificial Ostrich Skin
2015

WANG LIWEI
The gentle touch of a butterfly reminded the artist of the selfishness of human nature – it is
the complete opposite of the violence which springs from human desire. A living creature
should not be deprived of its bodily needs and reduced to a mere function or object.
Every time a life is sacrificed, a painful process of separation takes place between the
soul and the body. In this artwork, the shark’s body has become a husk, as the soul
(represented by the butterfly) vanishes. Beautiful appearances often conceal ugliness and
cruelty, and here the butterfly’s wings are joined to the shark by a leather covering, which
symbolises death. At the same time, the leather is punctured by a sharp edge which
penetrates the shark. Perhaps now the shark is no longer a shark, but it is the viewer who
is feeling the pain.
The young sculptor Wang Liwei was born in 1983, Heilongjiang. He is an independent
sculptor and also a professor in the Art Department of NanKai University BinHai College.
His artistic creations are often characterised by an experimental approach, using mixed
materials and techniques.
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The Body and the Shark
6 minutes 40 seconds
Performance Art / Film
2000

WENG FEN
This performance depicts the artist in a 10 cubic metre water tank with two sharks. The
film evokes the tension and vulnerability between man and shark. But here the sharks
ignore the human presence, suggesting that perhaps shark and man can exist in
harmony, and this tension is in fact imagined. The performance illustrates the direct
connection between the human body and nature, and our ability to learn through physical
experience.
Born in 1961, Weng Fen is a native of Hainan province in China and currently teaches at
the Hainan University Fine Arts School in Haikou. He has been an active contemporary
performance artist since 1997. He has contributed to more than 50 exhibitions in China
and overseas, generating an international reputation. He continues to create works
relating to man, nature and urbanisation.
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Shark Shark
300 x 180 cm
Mineral Oil Colour Painting on Canvas
2015

WU MINGZHONG
The painting shows a shark whose fin has been removed. This body part is now destined
for the dining table. A downcast boy crouches over the shark’s body. The black coloured
stains on the canvas convey a sense of violence and lend a bleak tone to the artwork.
Wu Mingzhong continually explores and develops his expressive language, sometimes
working with glass characters, to create thought-provoking artwork.
The Chinese painter Wu Mingzhong was born in 1963 in Hebei Province. He graduated
from the Hebei Normal University and has had several gallery and museum exhibitions in
China and abroad. Previously, Wu Mingzhong has exhibited in Korea and the US. His artworks have been presented in collective and solo exhibitions in China and internationally.
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Little Boy
513.8 x 163.8 x 60 cm
Stainless Steel
2015

XIA HANG
The artwork uses mechanical stainless steel parts to create a shark shaped sculpture.
The various symbols and components of the work show the death and slaughter of sharks.
The work also depicts the death of the human soul, as described in his poem:

3 meters of shell
4 tons of metal
7 degrees of death
On a August morning, maybe not morning
Because of the earth
We are bound for progress
But the soul has died along the way
Reincarnate, reincarnate
Killing to stop killing
Born in 1978 in the Northeast region of China, Xia Hang graduated in 2009 from the
sculpture department of Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts. His works, made of polished
stainless steel, can be assembled and disassembled, exploring multiple configurations
and possibilities of form and meaning.
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Seshyoumaru - We Are the World
200 x 600 x 100 cm
Black steel, Acrylic and Fishhook
2015

YANG KAI
The artwork takes inspiration from Seshyoumaru, an anime character who left a strong
impression on the artist. Seshyoumaru was a huge, hot-blooded demon, with a strong
dislike for other living beings. However, after Seshyoumaru was helped by a human he
showed mercy and compassion. In the show’s narrative, the demons could always
overpower humanity. However, in reality, the opposite is true. Animal populations are
subject to our will. The English name of the artwork ‘We Are The World’ comes from the
Michael Jackson son. The original purpose of the song was to raise funds for famine
victims in
Africa. The artist believes that human beings can once again connect with each other in
an attempt to rescue and protect sharks – which would be an act of self-preservation as
well.
The artist uses contemporary Chinese ink painting to reflect upon society and to represent
the renewal of traditions. For this series, the artist used black ink to paint the sea, which
is contrary to humanity’s desire for a clear blue ocean. This might be a prediction of the
future, where clear seas are replaced with this dark alternative.
Born in 1986 in YanTai in the Shandong province, Yang Kai graduated from the University
for the Creative Arts (UK, Kent Institute of Art & Design). His artistic style is characterised
by the use of ink and water, and his practice of combining traditional Chinese references
with contemporary themes and subject matters. He is currently emerging as one of
China’s most significant contemporary artists.
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Walking Project No.11 - Shark
180 x 240 cm
Neon Lamp, Oil Colour, Mixed Media on Canvas
2015

YANG QIAN
The artist used an application called Codoon, which has a built-in GPS positioning system
that tracks a person’s walking route. The artwork was created by visually mapping the
artist’s steps. The final result is a neon light artwork, which shows the form of a shark.
Once the line of the path had been made into the neon light image, the artist transferred
it onto an oil canvas of a seaside. The audience can infer the meaning of the artwork by
contemplating the image.
Yang Qian was born in Chengdu, Sichuan in 1959. He completed his Master’s Degree at
the University of Florida after graduating from the Sichuan Fine Arts Institute. Yang Qian
uses his unique sense of observation and refined artistic techniques to create visually
stunning and reflective works. He currently lives and works in Beijing.
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Textual Sequence
Free Measurements
Mixed Media
2015

YANG TAO
The artist collected more than 200 volumes of precious books, which had been discarded
by libraries and cultural institutions. The various books originate from seven different
countries and were published between 1892 and 2010. They cover topics ranging from
zoology to anthropology, oceanography, philosophy, religion, biology and medicine.
Bound in leather, the books are arranged and displayed in a circular space. This
demonstrates an anti-intellectual attitude, an attitude that goes against the current
practice of standardising knowledge.
In a society that is dominated by consumerism, the artist hopes to restructure humanity’s
knowledge of nature and reinstate a balanced relationship with the natural world.
Library Cards:
The artist discovered many library cards within the pages of these books as he collected
his materials. When reviewing these cards, the artist felt the shift from a communal reading
experience to an individual and fragmented one. This shift away from a systematic
knowledge has created a huge void.
Yang Tao was born in 1970 in Taiyuan, China. With a broad and multifaceted artistic
approach, his artworks include sculptures, photos, paintings and artistic installations.
He is currently emerging as one of China’s most significant contemporary artists.
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Degree of Killing
200 x 260 cm
Oil on Canvas
2015

YOU JIN
The painting has a distorted sense of time and space. It shows nature being invaded by
twisted dimensions. The dramatic lines and bright colours of the painting threaten the
shark with death and extinction.
You Jin was born in 1979 in Shenyang, China and graduated from Lu Xun Fine Art
Academy in Visual Design. He currently resides in Beijing. You Jin’s chaotic art is
characterised by colour, light and lines contrasting with a precise, mechanical technique.
The juxtaposition of chaos and order weakens the traditional pictorial expression of his
works. The formation of Jin’s artistic language as chaotic code is related to man’s
progress. It serves as a reminder of the positive and negative effects of development and
progress.
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Enlightenment
340 x 250 x 380 cm
Coloured Stainless Steel
2014

YU YANG
Composed of fishing harpoons, the weapons used in the capture and slaughter of sharks,
the twisted form of a shark suggests struggle and suffering. The interwoven mesh of
harpoons describes the shark’s form and at the same time the destruction of the
creature’s body.
Born in 1979 in Inner Mongolia, Yu Yang graduated from Lu Xun Fine Arts Institute in 2001
and is currently living and working in Beijing. His artistic practice straddles both art and
design, combining traditional Chinese references with contemporary themes. His work
has been exhibited widely in China and internationally.
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Tomb of Honor
200 x 160 x 200 cm (2 sets)
160 x 110 x 200 cm (2 sets)
Alloy Steel
2015

ZHENG LU
Externally, this sculpture forms a large human heart, made from over ten thousand fishing
hooks. The metal hooks are all pointing inwards, so the surface of the heart looks smooth
and polished. The glossy exterior of the heart provides a stark contrast to its jagged,
hazardous interior.
Born in 1978 in Chi Feng, Inner Mongolia, Zheng Lu graduated from the sculpture
department of the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing in 2007. He belongs to the
generation of young Chinese artists that witnessed the rapid economic, social and cultural
changes in China due to the economic reform. Zheng Lu combines aspects of Chinese
traditional philosophy and culture with Western influences. In addition to China, his works
have been exhibited in France and the USA.
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Swimming
366 x 162 x 245 cm
Stainless Steel
2014

ZOU LIANG
Exploring the possibility of harmony between humans, sharks and sea life, this sculpture
of a great white shark provides a positive contrast to other works in the exhibition. Steel
silhouettes of ocean creatures such as crabs, jellyfish, tuna and sea snails form the
structure of the shark. On its back are the figures of two small children, illustrating the
idea that humans are not a part of the sharks’ natural food chain and that sharks are not
humans’ natural enemies. The hollow shark structure, made from highly polished stainless
steel, contains a bright light, casting a complex shadow onto the surrounding walls, like a
vast shoal of fish. The image of the children on the shark’s back adds to the harmony and
tranquility of the work.
Born in 1979 in the Northeast region of China, Zou Liang graduated from the sculpture
department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2008. His sculptures frequently attempt
to explore the existential conditions of life, reflecting the artist’s individuality in relation to
history and modernism.
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